In order to study the dynamic behavior of the conversion from the orange to red forms powder diffraction was measured for I. Powder diffraction pattern of the red crystals obtained from the melting sample of Ia is the same as that of I recrystallized from solution. Temperature dependence of the diffraction patterns showed the drastic conversion from the orange form to the red form just below the melting point. The orange form undergoes a thermal rearrangement into the red.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE SYMMETRY OF MOLECULES ON THEIR ARRANGEMENT IN CRYSTAL. By K.A. Potekhin* & P.M. Zorky, Chemical Department, Moscow State University, Moscow, 119899, Russia.

Though the native symmetry of a molecule (i.e. symmetry of an isolated molecule) is usually lost in the space group of a crystal except the inversion center, it is, as a rule, partially or completely retained in the pseudosymmetry of some molecular agglomerates (chains, layers, spatial substructures) or even of the whole structure. Thus, this symmetry influences substantially the packing of molecules. This influence was studied for a few crystal structures and the variety of the pseudosymmetrical molecular examined. The formation of the latter can be successfully interpreted using the method of potential functions symmetry (MPS). Sometimes it is useful to divide the crystal into so-called molecular cells for revealing the pseudosymmetrical sub-systems. As a very interesting example two polymorphs of 2,3,7,8-tetramethyl-1,4,6,9-tetraoxaanthracenes[5,5]penta-2,7-
diene investigated by X-ray method recently (Potekhin K.A. et al., to be published) are discussed. The polymorph which exists at room temperature is pseudotetragonal but its exact symmetry is C2/c. At 840°C it transforms into a triclinic form. This transformation consists of a small shift of molecules and the crystal structure retains the pseudotetragonal and pseudomonoclinic symmetry.
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THE TWinned CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF TETRAIODOADAMANTANE, C20H16I4 by Guanam. R. Desiraju, D. Sekhar Reddy, School of Chemistry, University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad 500 134, India, A. David Rae and Donald C. Craig, School of Chemistry, University of New South Wales, PO Box 1, Kensington N.S.W. 2033, Australia.

The structure crystalised in spacegroup P41/a a=a=b=7.198(7), c=28.582(4) Å, Z=4, 295 K, with individual molecules of implicit 42m symmetry on sites of 4 symmetric centres in the crystal and was refined using a twin/disorder model to R=0.030 which may be compared to a previous untwinned model of Bremer, Gregory & von Raes Schleyer, J. Org. Chem. (1989) 54 3796-3799 which refined to R=0.20. The structure may also be compared to the twinless crystal structure of dimethyl-1,3,5,7-tetramethoxy tetrahydroxystilbene, Merriam, J.A.C.S. (1988) 110 3747-3754. The shortest 1..1 contact of 4.163(1) Å is between centro-symmetrically related molecules at 0,1/4,1/2 and 1/4,1/2, a vector of a+a+1/2b+1/2c. The 4 site symmetry creates a related vector -1/2a+b+1/4c, the sum of the two being 1/2a+1/2b+3/4c. The cell a' = a+3b, b' = -a+b, c' = c can be used to describe a network of molecules connected by the 4.063 Å contacts. The distribution of molecules in this network is a distorted diamond structure with 8 molecules per flat cell. This cell has a volume 10 times that of the Z=4 structure in a, b, c. This gives 5 interpenetrating structures, the Olympic rings. Tetraiodo adamantane is different however in that the c/a ratio is 3.971 as against 2.915 for Ferrier's structure and an idealised value of 3.162. Also the molecules are rotated so that a further 1...1 contact of 4.163(1) Å is made between locales with the same z coordinate so that now all the Olympic rings touch. Each of the four lattices of a reference molecule contacts a different network.

The twin/disorder mechanism gives useful information about the intermolecular contacts. The structure can be described in terms of 41 screw related layers of molecules, the symmetry of any such layer being very nearly P 42m. The twin structure can therefore be thought of as a modulation of an idealised parent structure in which the symmetry holds exactly. In such a structure there is no reason why molecules in an adjacent layer perpendicular to z should select between origins 1/2a+1/2b apart. If complete disorder existed a parent structure of spacegroup P41 would result corresponding to z=0 even (i even) data, i.e. P41/mnc for the cell 1/2a-b, 1/2a, 1/2c. Selecting from the symmetry elements of this parent structure an eddine at 0.0, 0.5366, 0.40644 could be in contact with an eddine of a molecule in an adjacent layer by either the operation 1/2-x, 3/2+y, -z or 1/2-x, 1/2+y, -z rather than 0-z, 0, 3/2-y, -z or 1/2-x, 1/2+y, -z. Both locate the adjacent molecule in the same position but the first operation creates a simple stacking fault while the second is a 2 fold rotation and corresponds to the twin rule. There was very little evidence for disorder. A disordering corresponding to the twin rule refined to the fraction 0.010(3). Distances of 4.285 Å and 4.172 Å respectively are compared to 4.063 Å. The C(1)-I angles are 138.4° for the 4.063 Å contact and 144.5° for the 4.167 Å contact rather than 160° for an idealised Olympic rings structure. The angle is 134.7° for the twin related distance of 4.172 Å.